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How to make an 
immutable record?



Building an immutable 
record
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Is this a blockchain?Is this a blockchain?



Decision Tree



Decision Tree



Is this a blockchain?Blockchain as Inverse Panopticon



The blockchain: linked records, widely 
distributed

• Content:  generic record index to specific sequential ledger

• Identity: external to internal

• Incentive: intrinsic to mining

• Computation: validation to append

• Governance: out-of-band to in-band



From Technology to Mythology

• Living, decentralized organism

• Disintermediation/Disruption (banks, nation-states)

• Reclaim the Golden Age of the Internet

• Gini coefficient to zero

• World Peace



Is this a blockchain?Which one is the blockchain?



Learn from both Plato and Aristotle



Learn from both Plato and Aristotle

String 
Theory

Hamming 
Theory





A (maintainably) immutable record with the 
world as witness



Slides after this point were not used in the talk.



Celebrate Satoshi, and then move on

中本さとしyo  

f!! 

!

https://www.kanjizone.com/kanjiname.aspx?name=Satoshi&type=hira


Is this a blockchain?Is this a blockchain?

State Farm



1 Blockchain increases the transparency 
and integrity of corporate operations

Audit

Federal Reserve minutes

Blockchain Corporate Governance 
Foundation

In April 2016, a Lending Club 
employee reported to Laplanche 
that the dates on approximately 
$US 3 million in the firm's 
loans appeared to have been 
altered.[43]

In December 2017 the Financial 
Times reported that Lending Club 
"has struggled to overcome the 
effects of a governance scandal 
last May",

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lending_Club
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_Times


2 Shared ledgers reduce reconciliation 
to zero IBM-Maersk

SWIFT

DTC

Ad supply chain

Mortgage Settlement



3 Tokens as the evolution of equity

ICOs and fundraising

Earlier liquidity ICO to STO

More assets on the blockchain

Unlocking the Liquidity Premium



4 The firm of the future as a token-incentivized 
ecosystem

The Nature of the Firm
- Ronald Coase, 1937

Equilibrium between 
market and entity

Real-time allocation of 
value according to 
creation of value.



5 Notice has been served for fiat currencies

Both of these 
statements
could be true



Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis vice president and 
research director David Andolfatto:

The way I view the Fed, and any institution, is it's basically a 
computer program. Just like bitcoin, it's an open-source computer 
program. You ask yourself, 'What is bitcoin?' It's a protocol, it's a 
computer program, it's a constitution, it's a law, it's a legal code, it's 
basically a constitution that governs the supply of its money and 
that governs the processing of payments."

Perhaps most surprising was Andolfatto's assertion that the bitcoin 
network is similar to the Federal Reserve, but he elaborated at length on 
the subject and why he believes all money is just a ledger.

-Pete Rizzo, Coindesk, Jan 18, 2015



For skeptics: Remember the Mortar Shell
You are here

BTC ETH
???



An immutable record with the 
world as witness



Columbia Executive Education

Beyond Blockchain
Where do we go from here?

W. Scott Stornetta, Ph.D. - Chief Scientist, Yugen Partners



1 The emergence of hybrid blockchains

Permissionless

Public Permissioned

Private

Federation of Networks?



2 Who remembers TCP/IP?

Success is being 
forgotten 

Subsumed into the 
general 

infrastructure

An assumed layer on top of which 
others build



3 Quantization and Commoditization

Quantization creates 
new markets

The Americans: 
The National 

Experience
Daniel Boorstin, 

historian 

Shoes

Clothes

Tokens



4 Smart Contracts

Automatic Execution

Code is Law

Oracles

Cell Phone Bill

Insurance Claims

Winner of Election



5 AI on Smart Contracts

High Frequency 
Trading

Neural Networks
Machine Learning on AI on SC



Is this a blockchain?Blockchain as Inverse Panopticon


